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Abstract
Do perceptions of abuse in social insurance programs undercut program support? Answering this causal question is difficult
because perceptions of program abuse can arise from multiple potential causes. Examining the case of disability insurance, we
circumvent this challenges using laboratory experiments to study the interplay between program abuse and program support.
Specifically, we test whether participants vote to reduce benefit levels when they observe program abuse, even if that abuse
is not directly costly to them. We use a labor market shock to induce program abuse and show that the observation of a
healthy worker receiving benefits causes workers who are unaffected by the shock to vote to lower benefits. This effect
arises only when reducing benefit levels also reduces taxes. Our results demonstrate a causal link between program abuse
and diminished support for social insurance, validating accounts that stress how violations of cooperative norms can undercut
socially beneficial government programs.
Keywords
political economy of social insurance, program abuse perceptions, support for social insurance, labor market shocks, free
riding, laboratory experiment
“Over half the people on disability are either anxious or their
back hurts. Join the club. Who doesn’t get up a little anxious for
work every day and their back hurts?”
Senator Rand Paul (R-KY), January 14, 20151

The claim that program abuse is rampant in the nation’s disability insurance program, as illustrated by the epigraph
above, has become commonplace in contemporary American
political discourse.2 Do perceptions that disability benefits
are being abused by people who could work decrease support
for disability insurance? More generally, do perceptions of
abuse in public social insurance programs undercut support
for those programs?
These questions have grown in importance as government
social insurance programs have become targets for retrenchment despite both their important function in a market economy and their design, in which benefits are available only to
those who contribute to a program’s financing. Mandatory
contributions allow individuals to collectively pool their
resources to address individual risks. Because program beneficiaries subsidize their own care and benefits are limited to
defined shocks, these risk pooling programs are often popular
vis-à-vis more traditional redistributive welfare programs. At
the same time, social insurance benefits raise the possibility of
abuse if individuals claim benefits despite not needing them
for the reasons specified by the program. This abuse may in

turn undercut support for social insurance by leading citizens
to believe beneficiaries are not deserving of assistance.3
An extensive observational survey literature documents
the correlation between beliefs about program abuse and the
deservingness of program beneficiaries and support for both
social insurance (e.g., government health care) and government benefits more generally (e.g., welfare) (Aarøe &
Petersen, 2014; Petersen et al., 2011; van Oorschot, 2000).
While this literature has documented important associations
between beliefs about beneficiaries and support for government programs, existing work is unable to demonstrate a
causal relationship between perceiving program abuse and
program support because perceptions of program abuse may
originate from many sources. Indeed, a key finding from
prior research is that individual-level characteristics, like
ideology, often explain program support. In addition, features of a particular beneficiary, like their race, often affect
people’s perceptions of that beneficiary’s deservingness, but
that effect could arise for multiple reasons, for example,
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beliefs about program abuse, affect or prejudice toward the
potential beneficiary, and so on. Individuals may therefore
report perceptions of abuse (or non-deserving beneficiaries)
not because they have observed abuse (or undeserving
behavior), but because they are already opposed to the program or have beliefs and attitudes about its beneficiaries.
More generally, any analysis that relies on as-given expressed
attitudes or beliefs about beneficiaries (e.g., whether they are
abusing the program) to predict program support will produce biased estimates unless all factors that explain those
beliefs and affect program support are accounted for.
The notion that deservingness is a key source of program
support originates in two distinct potential causal pathways.
The first is an account emphasizing self-interest—low
deservingness indicates people are using a program despite
not actually needing it or not having merited care (e.g.,
because they had not previously contributed), and that abuse
reduces the chance that a person’s own subsequent meritorious claims will be met. For example, in Bokemper and
DeScioli (2018), abuse of a “public fund” depletes the fund
such that players with valid claims may not receive benefits.
Program abuse might therefore undercut program support
because as with any cooperative task, free-riding upsets an
equilibrium of shared public goods production. The second
causal pathway emphasizes instead an intrinsic motivation to
enforce appropriate norms. In this account, individuals seek
to punish those, or prevent abuse by, individuals who take
advantage of others because such behavior violates core
ideas about appropriate behavior (e.g., reciprocity), regardless of whether it affects one’s own self-interest in this particular case. For example, third party observers in public
goods games may sanction other players who violate expectations about public goods production despite not having a
stake in that particular public good (Fehr & Gächter, 2002).
In this article, we examine whether this second mechanism, an intrinsic concern for beneficiary deservingness,
causes reduced program support. To do so, we construct an
experimental setting that remove any direct material effect of
program abuse on player welfare and instead ask whether
observing program abuse reduces program support. This particular setting is a “hard case” for testing the intrinsic norms
account because program abuse is costless, but the program
supports players’ material self-interest. While prior experimental work has examined reactions to norm violations
when players can sanction a specific individual, it is unknown
whether reduced deservingness will lead individuals to
reduce support for the overall program that is being abused.4
To answer this question, we designed and implemented a
series of laboratory experiments where subjects participate
in a novel disability insurance game. The structure of the
game first allows us to induce program abuse by some players and then randomly exposes other players to information
about that abuse. We then assess whether observing abuse
reduces support for disability insurance, even in a setting
where all players in expectation benefit from the social
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insurance program and abuse does not endanger access to
benefits. Our baseline experiment demonstrates that by
reducing the market wage some workers receive, we are able
to induce program abuse, operationalized as claiming benefits when one could in fact participate in the labor market.
Our core political experiments reveal that unaffected workers who are randomly informed about other players’ abusive
behavior support lower benefits when funding those benefits
requires higher taxes. This work therefore isolates the causal
effect of perceiving program abuse on support for social
insurance programs.
Our design necessarily abstracts from many of the details
of real labor markets and social insurance programs. Nor do
we incorporate features like beneficiary characteristics or
social norms that may explain baseline differences in support
for social insurance, although for more universal social
insurance programs most individuals are eligible to receive
benefits conditional on prior contributions. Our simplification, however, is an important advantage because it allows us
the control necessary to isolate the causal effect of program
abuse on program support. Furthermore, while our design is
stylized, it retains the core logic that prior work has suggested is at play—individuals turning to social insurance to
counteract diminished labor market returns (e.g., Autor &
Duggan, 2003; Black et al., 2002) and observation of this
abusive behavior undercutting subsequent support for social
insurance. In addition, because our game uses monetary
incentives, we can create baseline preferences over outcomes, thereby providing a degree of control not feasible
outside the lab setting (see, e.g., Woon, 2012). Likewise,
choices in this game are costly decisions, which reduces concerns that survey responses are pure “cheap talk” that do not
correspond with actual behaviors.
While the experimental setting with costly choices provides researchers with a great deal of control, we remain sensitive to issues of external validity. For example, our subjects
are undergraduates who participate in laboratory studies for
modest amounts of money. How to extrapolate our results to
other subjects and outside the laboratory setting is an issue we
discuss in greater detail below. Nonetheless, given the importance of the question of how to sustain citizen support for
social insurance and government spending more generally, as
well as the key theoretical role that prior work has ascribed to
ideas about deservingness and program abuse, we believe that
isolating this causal relationship is of great theoretical and
empirical importance, a key advantage of our approach. We
return to issues of external validity in the conclusion.

Program Abuse, Deservingness, and
Support for Social Insurance
A core theoretical concept for understanding public support
for government spending programs is the deservingness heuristic. Differences in perceptions of deservingness across
recipients, as well as differences across programs (Cook &
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Barrett, 1992), are correlated with support for government
spending. Underpinning this empirical relationship is the
idea that individuals are unwilling to engage in sharing or
risk reduction when they fear they are being taken advantage
of, and non-deservingness is a clear measure of such abuse.
While perceptions of deservingness are widely understood to explain support for government redistributive spending programs, many of which are at best marginally popular,
the relationship between support for social insurance and
perceptions of deservingness has not been fully developed.
For example, welfare is not broadly popular, and welfare is a
racialized policy domain in which individuals perceive
minorities are over-represented among beneficiaries and
have doubts about beneficiary deservingness that are correlated with beneficiary race (Gilens, 1999). By contrast, social
insurance programs are often broadly popular because they
insure people against a number of common risks and therefore have beneficiary pools that have both contributed to the
program ahead of time and are more broadly representative
of the general population. But past evidence about popularity
of social insurance is confined to programs that have nondiscretionary eligibility determinations (e.g., such as the
work history and age requirement for receiving social security retirement benefits; Cook et al., 2002; Page & Shapiro,
1992). We know much less about the role of deservingness in
affecting support for social insurance programs like Social
Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) and unemployment
insurance that combine important social insurance design
features with discretionary decisions about a specific claim
for benefits. For example, to be eligible to receive unemployment insurance, workers must have a demonstrated work history, but must also prove that they are unemployed “through
no fault of their own,” a standard that requires judgment
about the merits of a particular beneficiary’s request for benefits. SSDI similarly combines required pre-disability worker
tax payments during a set employment period with a discretionary judgment about a claimant’s impairment status and
their ability to work in the future.
This study therefore seeks to understand whether perceptions of deservingness are similarly useful in understanding
support for social insurance programs when discretionary
determinations are required to receive benefits. We focus on
SSDI, whose structure we describe in greater detail below,
because recent calls to reform SSDI are grounded in the
belief that fraud and abuse are prevalent in the program.
While the Social Security Administration claims that the
amount of fraud is a “fraction of one percent,”5 citizens generally believe that program abuse is far more prevalent.
Analyzing a nationally representative sample from the 2016
Cooperative Congressional Election Study (CCES), Fang
and Huber (2019) found that over half of the people they
surveyed (62.8%) believe that at least 20% of SSDI recipients collect benefits because they do not want to work.
Our theorizing draws on prior work that has examined the
role of deservingness in two distinct ways. First, a broad
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range of studies in public opinion and political psychology
have examined the correlates of perceptions of deservingness
and the relationship between those perceptions and program
support. Second, work in the behavioral tradition, often in the
lab setting, has examined how recipient behavior in public
goods games and the possibility of abuse affect cooperation
and risk sharing. We review this work to focus our hypotheses
and questions.

Perceived Beneficiary Deservingness
and Program Support
A rich observational and experimental literature has examined the antecedents of perceptions of beneficiary deservingness (e.g., Jensen & Petersen, 2017; Petersen et al., 2011; van
Oorschot, 2000). For instance, experimental work on welfare
has found that people are less supportive of providing benefits to someone who is not making an effort to find a job
(Aarøe & Petersen, 2014; Petersen, 2012). Likewise, certain
demographic markers, like a beneficiary’s race, are also
associated with differences in perceptions of deservingness
and support for providing welfare benefits (Gilens, 1999).
While race of beneficiary is an important explanation for
support for many redistributive government programs, prior
research suggests beneficiary race is not a good candidate to
explain attitudes toward SSDI. Fang and Huber (2019)
experimentally manipulated the race of a hypothetical SSDI
beneficiary to examine whether respondents’ beliefs about
whether that person deserved benefits were influenced by the
person’s race. In contrast to prior work on welfare, they find
that there is no difference between respondents’ ratings of a
White beneficiary’s deservingness compared with a Black
beneficiary. Furthermore, there were also no heterogeneous
treatment effects by political party, that is, Democrats and
Republicans were not asymmetrically affected by the race of
a potential beneficiary, nor is the general beneficiary pool for
SSDI perceived in racial terms.
Fang and Huber (2019) assessed beliefs about the percentage of SSDI beneficiaries who are African Americans
compared with recipients of benefits from Temporary
Assistance to Needy Families (TANF). Respondents believe
that SSDI recipients are considerably less likely to be minorities compared with TANF recipients, and the modal respondent perceives African Americans to be underrepresented
compared with their population proportion among those
receiving SSDI (see Online Appendix Figure A4). Taken
together, these results suggest SSDI is not a racialized policy
domain. Racial attitudes are therefore unlikely candidates for
explaining individual political attitudes and behavior regarding SSDI (and potentially social insurance programs more
broadly). This, of course, makes the questions of why social
insurance programs have become less popular over time,
how individuals form judgments about beneficiaries, and
what determines their level of support for these programs
even more interesting–if race is not the driving factor, what
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is? This article attempts to provide a more general theory for
citizens’ concerns about fraud and abuse in social insurance
programs grounded in the psychology of free riding and
cooperation that relates to existing work on how race of beneficiary is an important source of attitudes about beneficiary
deservingness.
Most generally, perceiving that beneficiaries are undeserving undercuts the reciprocity needed to sustain the production
of public goods because it calls into question the idea that one
can rely on others when needed (e.g., Axelrod, 1984). This
logic has been used to explain low public support for welfare,
because those who are perceived as undeserving are both taking advantage of others by claiming benefits instead of working and not paying taxes that support government more
generally. In this type of account, citizens care about undeserving beneficiaries because they do not want to bear the
additional cost of financing benefits. This direct self-interest
account is analogous to an individual in a public goods setting
terminating their contributions because other people are free
riding on their efforts. Thus, reducing support for social insurance when observing an undeserving beneficiary aligns with
one’s own self-interest as their material well-being improves
by bearing less of the cost of the program.
Less clear, however, is how observing free riding in a
social insurance context affects program support when withdrawing support does not change citizens’ material payoffs,
that is, if an individual does not personally bear a greater cost
due to free riding, will they reduce their support when they
observe an individual taking advantage of the programs?
That is, concerns about deservingness could instead be
driven by non-material concerns, like an opposition to people violating norms of acceptable behavior.
This norms account of deservingness in social insurance
has not been fully explored. Because social insurance programs require beneficiaries to ex ante contribute to those programs prior to making claims, they undercut many of the
concerns about voluntary contributions being insufficient to
sustain public goods production (Olson, 1965). In addition,
because these programs provide future benefits that diminish
the downside risks associated with labor market and other
shocks, concerns about deservingness may not be sufficient to
reduce overall program support. Still, beneficiaries who claim
social insurance benefits despite not really needing them are
still taking advantage of the contributions of others to the risk
pool, potentially reducing the willingness of actors to support
the program in the first place (even if this free riding does not
increase ex ante costs for the other individuals).
If deservingness helps in understanding support for social
insurance programs, a key question is what markers of
deservingness are most important for shaping those perceptions. Although inferences about deservingness may be made
on the basis of recipient demographic characteristics, beliefs
about deservingness may also be affected by observations of
recipient behavior or knowledge of the basis on which recipients claim need. For example, focusing specifically on disability insurance, Fang and Huber (2019) analyze data from
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a survey experiment conducted on the 2016 CCES and report
that citizens judged a hypothetical recipient with a harder to
diagnose impairment, a mood disorder, as less deserving
relative to hypothetical recipients with conditions that are
easier to diagnose, like a stroke-induced intellectual disability or chronic heart failure. They speculate that claims for
harder to diagnose impairments are potentially subject to
greater abuse by otherwise healthy individuals. Overall,
however, studies of how deservingness affects support for
social insurance programs remains scarce, and prior work
has not directly manipulated observations of program abuse,
despite the key role that abuse plays in undercutting beliefs
about deservingness and therefore support for these public
goods.

Program Abuse, Cooperation, and Risk
Sharing
A second relevant body of research employs behavioral
experiments to study program abuse, cooperation, and risk
sharing. Several disparate strands of research in this tradition
are relevant to our theoretical expectations. First, scholars
have used incentivized experiments specifically to study
support for social insurance. Generally, participants earn
income by completing a real effort task and subsequently
vote on a tax rate to finance a social insurance program (e.g.,
Barber et al., 2013) or whether social insurance should be
provided (Ahlquist et al., 2017). Generally, these experiments have found that participants who are exposed to a
higher risk of losing their income are more supportive of
social insurance. Barber et al. (2013), for example, found
that participants conditioned their votes on a tax rate to fund
a social program more on their risk of suffering income loss
than they did on their earnings. While these studies shed light
on the antecedents of support for social insurance programs,
they do not examine how (potentially illegitimate) program
beneficiary behavior affects support for social insurance.
Other work has examined how variation in program
design affects program abuse. In two experiments, Bokemper
and DeScioli (2018) examine how the rules of social insurance programs affect the rate of program abuse. These experiments use an unemployment game in which participants
look for a job to pay taxes to fund a program that mimics real
world unemployment insurance. Importantly, participants
can make withdrawals from the program whether they are
employed or not. In one experiment, employed participants
were less likely to claim benefits when they had a limited
number of requests compared with when requests were
unregulated. In a second experiment, participants were more
likely to be completely honest with their claims when they
were subject to a probabilistic fine for claiming benefits
when employed as opposed to a ban from receiving benefits
in the next round. While these experiments allowed the
researchers to study how program design affects abuse, these
experiments did not address how directly observing program
abuse affected program support.
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Although work in this tradition has not examined how
observations of free riding affect support for social insurance
specifically, past experimental research on public goods provision has tested the effects of observing free riding on cooperation by investigating how providing information about
past contributions affects one’s future contributions. In one
experiment, participants contributed more to a public good in
later periods when they received feedback on the contributions of other individuals in each period relative to when
feedback was not provided or was provided at the group
level (Sell & Wilson, 1991). However, other research has
found that the effect of individual information is present
when contributions are identifiable (i.e., are linked to participant-specific identifier), but not when they are anonymous
(Croson & Marks, 1998). This work shows that the potential
for anonymous free riding in contribution behavior can
undercut cooperation, but it is unclear if the potential for
abuse in claiming collectively funded benefits generates similar opposition to those benefits.

The Need for Additional Research
Overall, the balance of the evidence in prior research suggests that deservingness is conceptually central to understanding attitudes about government spending generally, but
whether that logic explains support for social insurance programs is unknown. Moreover, what is missing from the literature on support for government spending is a direct test of
how the observation of program abuse, a key marker of
deservingness, affects program support.
In addition to these theoretical questions, we note that
prior survey research on deservingness and program support
suffers from three main limitations. First, these studies do
not put subjects in a costly choice environment. Second,
while these studies manipulate beneficiary characteristics—
which proxy a bundle of perceptions—they do not directly
manipulate perceptions of abuse. This leaves open the possibility that those markers alter both perceptions of deservingness and program support directly, without operating
through the deservingness pathway.6 Third, the overwhelming focus of survey-based research on deservingness is
about redistribution; very little of this work is on social
insurance or support for social insurance programs more
generally, beyond whether a particular individual should
receive benefits.7
Although incentivized behavioral experiments resolve the
concern that survey responses reflect costless signals instead
of costly choices, existing lab-based behavioral research on
social insurance preferences has not examined how perceptions of abuse undercuts support for social insurance. More
generally, that work has also not directly engaged the key
institutional question of whether social insurance program
design can counteract the negative effects of observing abuse
on program support.
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Background: SSDI
In the United States, SSDI is a social insurance program that
provides benefits to workers who are unable to engage in
productive labor because of a medical condition. In 2016,
approximately $143 billion in benefits were paid to almost 9
million disabled workers (Congressional Budget Office,
2016). Individuals qualify for disability benefits by having a
condition that prevents them from working and by having
worked at a job that paid Social Security taxes for a sufficient
amount of time.8 Once an individual qualifies for SSDI benefits, they receive cash payments until they recover, return to
work, reach retirement age, or die.
Over the past 45 years, the number of SSDI beneficiaries
has nearly quadrupled and the percentage of the working-age
(20–66 years) population claiming benefits has risen from
1.3% in 1970 to 4.5% in 2015 (Congressional Budget Office,
2016). While the rise of disability rolls has been attributed to
multiple factors (see Autor, 2015), scholars have emphasized
the role of economic conditions in the increased usage of
SSDI. In particular, a growing body of literature in economics has studied the relationship between the health of the
economy and the utilization of disability insurance (Autor &
Duggan, 2003; Black et al., 2002). Using merged administrative and economic data, Autor & Duggan (2003) found that
counties that experienced negative employment shocks saw
a greater increase in unique SSDI applicants relative to counties that did not. Similarly, areas that have been most affected
by the decline in the profitability of the coal industry have
experienced larger increases in SSDI utilization (Black et al.,
2002). Broadly, this research suggests that disability benefits
can serve as a substitute for labor when economic conditions
deteriorate, although it is unclear from this evidence whether
those taking up disability in fact qualify for the benefits, that
is, it could be that when the economy is performing well,
people who legally could qualify for disability benefits continue to work, nor is it clear whether these dynamics have
downstream political effects on program support.
The rapid growth of SSDI has led to growing political
conflict over the program and calls for reform.9 Highlighting
the program’s vulnerability, in 2015 Congress was forced to
allocate more funding to the Disability Insurance Trust Fund
to stave off impending insolvency (Morton & Huston, 2018).

Disability Insurance Game
We designed a series of incentivized laboratory experiments
to provide a direct test of the causal effect of observing program abuse (as a marker of deservingness) on support for
social insurance. The experiments simulate a political economy in which individuals are workers who pay taxes into a
social insurance scheme and collect disability insurance if
they experience a labor market shock. Importantly, this game
allows disability benefit recipients to choose to abuse the
program, and we randomly manipulate whether actual
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Table 1. Wage, Tax, and Benefit Levels by Job Skill Level, Baseline Game.
Job skill level

Effort

Low skill
Medium skill
High skill

4 tokens
4 tokens
4 tokens

Wage
24 tokens
32 tokens
48 tokens

Working period net
(wage-effort-tax)

Tax
6 tokens
8 tokens
12 tokens

program abuse behavior is observed by other players. In
extensions of the baseline game, which we describe below,
players vote on disability benefits (and taxes). In this section
we provide an overview of the baseline disability insurance
game and note key features of the game that are central to our
research design. Although extrapolation from this stylized
context is not without risks, the key advantage of control
over mechanisms allows for theoretically informative causal
inference that is otherwise highly difficult.

Baseline Game
Participants in the game take the role of workers in a laboratory economy.10 All participants are fully informed about
their payoffs before making any decision that affected those
payoffs. Unless otherwise noted, participants are fully
informed about all features of the experimental design in the
initial instructions. In this economy, workers are randomly
assigned a static skill level—low skill, medium skill, or high
skill—that qualifies them to hold certain jobs.11 Workers can
hold a job at or below their skill level. For example, a medium
skill worker can hold a medium skill or low skill job, but not
a high-skill job. Workers start the game by holding a job that
matches their skill level.
Regardless of skill level, workers spend four tokens in
effort to work at their job in each period. When working in a
period, each worker faces a 1-in-5 chance of suffering an
injury. If a worker is injured, they lose their ability to spend
effort and lose their job. Consequently, workers collect disability benefits when they are injured. The amount of disability benefits a worker receives is determined by the skill
level of their most recent job. A worker can continue to collect benefits for the duration of the game or until they return
to work. Table 1 shows the wage, tax, and benefit schedule
for a single period of the baseline disability insurance game.
In each period that a worker is injured, they have a 1-in-3
chance of recovering. When a worker recovers from an
injury, they receive four tokens of effort and can look for a
job. Importantly, a worker who has recovered from an injury
can choose to continue to collect disability benefits and also
receive four additional tokens despite not exerting effort by
working. This is our proxy for program abuse—taking disability benefits when one could otherwise be working. These
parameters were chosen so that social insurance is net welfare improving and, if risk neutral, it was always desirable to
return to work rather than stay on disability.12

14 tokens
20 tokens
32 tokens

Initial disability benefit
amount
6 tokens
8 tokens
12 tokens

A period of the game progresses as follows:
1.
2.

Workers learn if they are healthy or injured.
Workers earn tokens based on their health and
whether they are holding a job or are collecting disability benefits:
(a) A healthy worker who has a job at their skill level
spends effort to work.
(b) A healthy worker who has a job below their skill
level decides whether to take a new job if it is available. After this decision, they spend effort to work.
(c) A healthy worker who is on disability can either
take a job for which they are qualified and spend
effort to work or continue to collect disability.
(d) An injured worker collects disability.

3. Workers see how many workers held jobs and how
many workers collected disability for that particular
period. Workers also see whether another randomly
chosen individual who is collecting disability is
healthy.
This feedback described in Step 3 is randomized at the
player level, so that each worker could receive information
about a different worker on disability in any given period in
which multiple workers were on disability (i.e., one player
could learn of a healthy worker on disability, while the other
learned about an injured player on disability). Both the total
number of workers on disability and the potential observation of a healthy person on disability are proxies for the
potential abuse of the disability system, although the second
is much more informative because it provides the actual
health status of a worker on disability. Our rationale for individual-level randomization is that, in addition to allowing
clearer causal identification, it also proxies the idiosyncratic
social processes by which individuals learn about the merits
of others in their community who are on disability.
(Alternatively, one can think of individuals as proxying different communities that learn about abuse at different times.)

Features of the Design
We draw attention to three distinctive features of the disability insurance game. First, decision-making in our game is
costly. Unlike prior experimental or observational survey
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research, our game places participants in a setting in which
decisions about benefits (and in some versions of the game,
taxes to fund benefits) can affect their own well-being.
Moreover, decision-making in our game takes place in a
social insurance setting where all individuals can reasonably
expect, in light of the set chance of being injured, to utilize
the program at some point during the game.
Second, our design manipulates the perception of deservingness that is directly attributable to program abuse—the
utilization of disability insurance when one could otherwise
be working. In the game we provide participants with grouplevel information about the number of other participants utilizing a laboratory disability insurance program. Furthermore,
we also show participants information about one randomly
selected individual who is drawing disability benefits. Unlike
past work on information and public goods, while this individual is someone who is not contributing to fund the disability program, this does not necessarily mean that they are
free riding either. Specifically, we show a participant whether
someone else who is claiming disability benefits is healthy or
injured. If the person is injured, they are legitimately partaking in a social insurance program. By contrast, if this person
is healthy, they can be categorized as a free rider because
they are intentionally taking a benefit from a public good
without contributing (Delton et al., 2012). Furthermore, this
recovered individual no longer needs the benefit they are taking, which is a core criterion for deservingness (van Oorschot,
2000). By isolating and experimentally manipulating
observed instances of abuse, we can gain causal leverage on
the relationship between information about deservingness
and support for disability insurance.
Third, we exogenously manipulate levels of program
abuse by simulating labor market shocks that prior observational work has suggested leads to the use of disability insurance in lieu of engaging in the labor market. We impose a
labor market shock that removes new medium skill jobs from
the labor market. This leaves recovered medium skill workers with a decision to either work at a low skill job, which
pays less than they had previously earned, or to continue to
claim disability despite being recovered.13 We expect this
targeted labor market shock will cause more workers to stay
on disability than if they could return to work at their previous wage level, allowing us to induce greater program abuse
through this intervention and test its downstream effects.
Importantly, this labor market shock is only targeted at
medium skill workers such that workers at other skill levels
are unaffected, analogous to how industry- or geographically
targeted shocks affect some subset of the economy. By contrast, macroeconomic shocks that affect all workers may
affect both program abuse and the perceived need for social
insurance, thereby conflating abuse with program need. In
addition, this abuse does not directly endanger any other
player’s benefits, because actual benefits are unaffected by
utilization or abuse.
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Main Hypotheses
We use the disability insurance game to test the following
three main hypotheses about the political economy of disability insurance:
Hypothesis 1: Inferred abuse. Situations that lead to
inferences that there is greater program abuse will generically reduce program support irrespective of whether one
observes abuse.
Hypothesis 2: Observed abuse. Observing program
abuse will reduce program support.
Hypothesis 3: Costliness enhancement. The negative
effect of inferring or observing abuse on program support
is magnified when increases in program benefits are
costly.
For all three hypotheses, we focus specifically on the
behavior of workers who are unaffected by an exogenous
shock (i.e., low- and high-skill workers unaffected by the
labor market shock targeting medium skill workers) respond,
because, as we articulate above, we cannot disentangle multiple effects for those directly affected by the shock.

Baseline Validation Experiment: Labor
Market Shocks Induce Program Abuse
We first conducted three sessions in an incentivized experimental laboratory to validate that targeted labor market
shocks induce greater program abuse among affected workers. This setup is a common baseline to which political features are added in our subsequent core experiment. It is
designed to create abuse whose political implications we
study and is not meant to be a complete model of labor market decision-making. We emphasize the common features
here, as they are used below.

Participants and Procedure
Each session had 12 participants who interacted anonymously on networked computers. The experiment was implemented using HTML and Javascript in a web-based
application. Participants were recruited from an existing university subject pool for an experimental lab and only participated in a single session of the experiment.14 No deception
was used in the session or at the facility more generally. In
each session, we obtained informed consent and participants
then read instructions and completed a comprehension quiz.
After all participants in a session were finished with the
instructions, they played the disability insurance game. At
the conclusion of the game, participants received a show-up
payment of $12 and payment for additional tokens earned
during the experiment. Tokens were converted to money at a
rate of 2 cents for one token. The average earnings for
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participants not including the show-up payment were $18.69
(SD = $5.99) for a task that took about 1 hr.
There are two key manipulations in this design. First, we
randomly assigned each participant’s skill level such that
each session had two low skill, eight medium skill, and two
high-skill workers. Each participant’s skill level remained
the same throughout the duration of the session.
Second, we implemented a 60 period disability insurance
game with a within-subjects labor market manipulation. In
Periods 1–20, participants could return to work at low, medium,
or high-skill jobs (depending on their skill level). In Periods
21–40, we removed new medium skill jobs from the labor market. This means that medium skill workers who recovered from
an injury in these periods could only take a low skill job or
continue to collect disability. Workers who were actively working a medium skill job could continue to work at it until they
suffered an injury. Starting in Period 41, new medium skill jobs
were once again available and remained so until the end of the
experiment in Period 60. Participants were informed ahead of
time that the labor market would change, but were not informed
when that change would occur, what skill level jobs would be
affected, or how long the change would last. However, when
the labor market change occurs, workers at all skill levels saw
that medium skill jobs were not available when they made the
decision whether to re-enter the labor force.

Results: Targeted Labor Market Shocks Induce
Targeted Program Abuse
To validate our design, we examine whether labor market
shocks alter the decisions players make about whether or not
to return to work after recovering from an injury.
Averaging across all players, workers are injured (not
healthy) and therefore receiving benefits in 35% (763 out of
2,160) of the periods of play. In addition, healthy workers are
on disability 4.5% of the time.15 Focusing on the 251 periods
in which a worker first became healthy (i.e., was injured last
period but is no longer injured), in 9.6% of cases the worker
does not immediately return to work. This happens 7% of the
time for low skilled workers, 13% of the time for medium
skilled workers, and never for high-skilled workers.
Our experimental manipulation in Periods 21–40 removed
medium skilled jobs, putting medium skill workers in a situation where returning to work would yield a smaller net payoff
(14 tokens) than they were previously accustomed to earning
(20 tokens), even though returning to work still increased the
payoffs for that period by two tokens relative to remaining on
disability (net of 12 tokens). Did this intervention cause
medium skill workers to forgo work? In the aggregate, the
chance of staying on disability when becoming healthy is 4%
prior to the elimination of medium skill jobs, rises to 24% in
the periods (21–40) when medium skill jobs are unavailable,
and then falls again to 3% when all jobs are again available.
This effect is concentrated solely among medium skill
workers. For medium skill workers the elimination of
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medium skill jobs substantially increases the chances of
staying on disability in the period they become healthy. This
figure rises from 4% in Periods 1–20 to 32% in Periods 21–
40 and then falls to only 3% when medium skill jobs are once
again available. By contrast, high-skill workers never remain
on disability, and for low skill workers the chances of staying
on disability are relatively constant across these three settings (8%, 8%, and 5%, respectively).
Formal statistical analysis confirming this result appears in
Table 2. In Column 1, we predict the chance that a healthy
worker is on disability (1 = yes, 0 = no) for all cases in which
a worker is healthy using indicators for the bad labor market
(no medium skill jobs available, Periods 21–40) and the postbad labor market condition (the excluded category is Periods
1–20 when all jobs are available). Our modeling approach is
ordinary least squares (OLS) regression with player fixed
effects, which account for all static individual-level player factors, including a worker’s skill. The bad labor market increases
by 15 points (p < .01) the probability a healthy worker is on
disability. In Column 2, we restrict our attention to periods in
which a worker recovered from being injured and estimate an
even larger effect of 22 points (p < .01). Finally, in Column 3,
we examine heterogeneity by worker skill. Consistent with the
simple cross tabulations presented earlier, the bad labor market increases the chances a newly healthy medium skill worker
stays on disability by 28.6 + 2.2 ≈ 31 points (p < .01). By
contrast, the effect is a statistically insignificant 2 points for
low- and high-skilled workers (those who are not directly
affected by the bad labor market).
These results provide clear evidence that we can experimentally induce program abuse. In addition, this is a targeted
intervention that affects only the behavior of medium skill
workers. This result allows us to extend our game to investigate our primary interest of understanding how the increased
incidence of healthy people forgoing work and instead
receiving disability affects support for disability insurance, a
question we can investigate in our subsequent experiment.

Core Experimental Design: Program
Abuse and Support for Social Insurance
Our core design incorporates a political process into the apolitical baseline validation experiment described above. We test
whether a bad labor market, which we show above induces
program abuse, causes unaffected workers to reduces their
support for disability insurance and whether those effects are
caused by the specific observation of program abuse. In addition, we examine whether these effects are contingent on unaffected workers bearing the cost of program abuse.

Participants and Procedure
We conducted six sessions to examine how healthy workers
staying on disability affects public support for disability
insurance benefits. We recruited participants from the same
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Table 2. Experiencing a Bad Labor Market Increases the Probability Medium Skill Workers Claim Disability Despite Being Healthy
(Baseline Validation Experiment).
(1)

(2)

(3)

DV: Healthy but receiving disability in period (1 = yes, 0 = no)

Bad labor market (1 = no medium skill
jobs)
Post bad labor market (1 = yes)
Medium skill worker × bad labor market
Medium skill worker × post bad labor
market
Constant
Player fixed effects?
Observations
Number of participants
R2

Conditional on worker
being healthy

Conditional on worker
becoming healthy this period

Conditional on worker
becoming healthy this period

.149*** (.015)

.218*** (.044)

.022 (.076)

–.002 (.015)

−.011 (.042)

−.015 (.069)
.286*** (.092)
.003 (.085)

.014 (.011)
Yes
1,397
36
.095

.034 (.031)
Yes
251
36
.144

.033 (.030)
Yes
251
36
.194

Note. The table reports estimates from fixed-effects models with standard errors in parentheses. The interaction terms in the models estimate simple
effects, not interaction effects. (As worker skill does not vary within participant, the main effect of medium skill worker drops out of the fixed-effects
models.)
*p < .1. **p < .05. ***p < .01.

laboratory subject pool to participate in an experiment (subjects could not participate in multiple experiments). As with
the baseline validation experiment, each session had 12 participants and participants only participated in one session of
the experiment. After we obtained informed consent, participants read instructions, completed comprehension questions, and played the disability insurance game. Each
participant received a $12 show-up payment and received an
additional 2 cents for each token they earned. The average
earnings for participants from the experiment not including
the show-up payment were $19.54 (SD = $5.71) for a task
that took about 1 hr. We implemented the same within-subjects labor market manipulation and kept the same distribution of worker skill level.
We add two key additions to our earlier game. First, we
added an additional political process to the game where
workers workers voted on benefit levels every five periods
(e.g., in Periods 5, 10, . . ., 60) and could vote to increase,
decrease, or leave benefits the same for disabled workers.
Voting is a natural political mechanism for aggregating preferences. Voting directly on benefits rather than, for example,
over candidates allows us to isolate our focus on the politically relevant choice dimension: benefit levels. A vote to
increase (decrease) benefits raised (lowered) benefits for all
disabled workers by one token, and deviations from initial
benefits could not exceed three tokens. This was done to
ensure that working was always more profitable than collecting disability at a given skill level. All decision were by
majority vote, which required a decision to increase or
decrease benefits to receive at least seven votes (out of 12
participants) to change benefits. Voting took place immediately after workers received feedback about the overall

distribution of players working and on disability in that
period and whether an individual worker collecting disability
was healthy or injured.
Second, we randomized whether or not benefits were
costly to provide at the session level. Sessions were randomly assigned to either a “Free Lunch” condition or to a
“Budget Constraint” condition. In the Free Lunch condition
(N = 36; three sessions), benefit levels had no effect on
taxes, and therefore there is no cost for any worker to
enhancing the generosity of her own benefits because workers do not experience the cost of greater generosity. This is
analogous to a political environment in which the additional
costs of greater disability payments are borne by a third
party or are simply unaccounted for by workers. However,
this also means that any reduction in benefit levels does not
similarly reduce taxes on workers, which means that reducing benefits only imposes costs (in the form of lost potential
benefits). As such, this makes this condition a particularly
conservative test case for whether observing abuse causes
reduced support.
By contrast, in the Budget Constraint condition (N=36;
three sessions), increasing (decreasing) benefits also raised
(diminished) the taxes employed workers pay by half a token
each period. This is similar to a social insurance environment
with a real Budget Constraint in which worker benefits are
funded by worker taxes or in a way that makes the cost of
changes in benefit levels more apparent to workers. In this
environment, compared with the Free Lunch condition, it
was therefore in expectation less costly to reduce benefits
because reduced benefits were offset by reduced taxes. Note,
however, that we did not make program abuse directly costly
in any condition, that is, unlike in the real economy, the
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Table 3. Medium Skill Workers Remain on Disability in Period when Recovered from Injury during the Bad Labor Market (Core
Experiment).
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

DV: Stay on disability in period
Recovered from injury (1 = yes, 0 = no)
Bad labor market (1 = no medium skill jobs)
Post bad labor market (1 = yes)
Disability benefits for medium skill worker = 6
Disability benefits for medium skill worker = 7
Disability benefits for medium skill worker = 8
Disability benefits for medium skill worker = 9
Disability benefits for medium skill worker = 10
Disability benefits for medium skill worker = 11
Medium skill worker × bad labor market
Medium skill worker × post bad labor market
Constant
Player fixed effects?
Observations
Number of participants
R2

.197*** (.048)
−.030 (.028)

.030 (.022)
Yes
485
72
.147

.223*** (.049)
−.014 (.027)
−.016 (.069)
−.102* (.054)
−.017 (.046)
−.022 (.065)
−.037 (.094)
−.056 (.098)

.058 (.066)
Yes
485
72
.151

−.071 (.048)
−.075 (.064)

.421*** (.076)
.069 (.069)
.034* (.019)
Yes
485
72
.258

−.046 (.040)
−.057 (.053)
−.003 (.075)
−.129** (.061)
−.042 (.050)
−.036 (.060)
−.034 (.090)
−.074 (.085)
.424*** (.077)
.064 (.071)
.081 (.060)
Yes
485
72
.265

Note. The table reports estimates from fixed-effects models with robust standard errors in parentheses. The interaction terms in the models estimate
simple effects, not interaction effects. (As worker skill does not vary within participant, the main effect of medium skill worker drops out of the fixedeffects models.)
*p < .1. **p < .05. ***p < .01.

decision by a healthy worker to forgo working and instead
remain on disability (which reduces tax revenue) does not
affect any other worker’s payoff. This means that there is no
direct cost to any player of another player abusing benefit.
Our design therefore “knocks out” a potential causal mechanism of direct self-interest whereby abuse by others reduces
the availability of future benefits. This design therefore
allows us to isolate the deservingness mechanism discussed
above.

Results: Observing Program Abuse Undercuts
Program Support
First, confirming the results of the validation exercise, our
manipulation of the bad labor market induces medium skill
workers affected by that shock to abuse benefits. This analysis takes advantage of our within-session manipulation,
which is the presence of the bad labor market in Periods
21–40. As a reminder, in these periods, there are no medium
skill jobs available. As Table 3 shows (see Columns 3 and 4),
and confirming the results of the baseline validation experiment, the bad labor market induces newly healthy workers to
remain on disability and this effect is concentrated solely
among medium skill workers (see Online Appendix Table
A3, page A-27). Note that the results are unaffected by controlling for benefits levels, which may could induce posttreatment bias in this setting. See Online Appendix Table A4
(page A-28) for full regression estimates.

If the change in the labor market induces changes in the
instances of individuals staying on disability, what effect
does this have on support for generous disability benefits? Is
this effect conditioned by whether providing benefits is
costly? Does observing greater rates of individuals on disability or specific instances in which healthy individuals
remain on disability reduce support for those benefits? We
begin by examining support for benefits over the course of
the game in both the Free Lunch and Budget Constraint conditions to assess the first order question of whether there are
different dynamics in these two settings. This analysis reveals
strong evidence that the potentiality or actuality of abuse
only causes reductions of generous benefits when those benefits are costly to other players in the form of higher taxes.
(We set aside for the moment the fact that there is withinsession variation in abuse induced by the labor market
manipulation.)
Figure 1 plots realized benefit levels, by period, for each
of the three sessions in the Free Lunch (left panel) and
Budget Constraint (right panel) conditions. In the Free Lunch
condition, in all three sessions individuals vote to increase
benefits whenever possible (in Periods 5, 10, and 15) and the
benefits are maintained at their maximum for the remainder
of the game. In the right panel, by contrast, we see a different
pattern in the Budget Constraint condition. In one session
(the top line), benefits are increased twice and then decreased
back to nine tokens for a medium skill job, where they remain
for the rest of the session. In one session (the middle line)
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Figure 1. Realized benefit levels associated with a medium skill prior job, by session and period, in the “free lunch” (left panel) and
“budget constraint” (right panel) conditions (core experiment).

benefits are never changed. Finally, in the third session (bottom line) benefits never increase and are eventually decreased
to the minimum.
At the individual level we see similar patterns in voting.
In the Free Lunch condition in cases in which benefits can be
increased or decreased (that is, benefits are not already at the
minimum or maximum), 3% of votes are to decrease benefits
while 76% are to increase. By contrast, in the Budget
Constraint condition, 39% of votes are to decrease compared
with 38% to increase.16 Regression analyses reported in the
Online Appendix that model either a trichotomous vote variable (–1 = decrease, 0 = no change, 1 = increase) or a
binary indicator for voting to decrease benefits (1 = yes, 0 =
no) as a function of treatment condition and period of play
fixed effects yield similar results (see Online Appendix Table
A1, page A-25), as do analyses in which we partition by the
current level of benefits (see Online Appendix Table A2,
page A-26). In short, there is clear evidence that costliness of
benefits is essential to induce a willingness to reduce (and
not raise) benefit levels.
We next turn to examining how the prevalence of program
abuse and the observation of that abuse explains support for
benefit expansion and contraction. In Figure 2, we plot for
each treatment average rates of voting to reduce benefits by
low- and high-skilled workers (the dashed line; votes take
place only every fifth round) and the chances that at the individual level these players were told a healthy (rather than
injured) worker was on disability (the dots). As a reminder,
we randomized at the player level the feedback they received
about a worker on disability, so in periods and sessions where
both healthy and non-healthy workers are on disability,

individual players could get different information.17 We
focus on low- and high-skill workers because medium skill
workers have a different incentive during the bad labor market (Periods 21–40, between the vertical lines) to increase
benefits because they cannot earn wages at their prior wage
level.18
Focusing first on the Free Lunch condition (left panel),
we see that the bad labor market increases substantially the
chances that players are informed about a healthy worker on
disability. Rates of voting to reduce benefits, however, are
low and constant across the experiment. In the Budget
Constraint condition (right panel), the bad labor market also
increases the chance of seeing a healthy worker on disability.
However, unlike in the Free Lunch condition, the bad labor
market is also associated with an increased chance of voting
to reduce benefits, and those rates decline again once the
labor market recovers. (Parallel analysis for medium skill
workers appears in Online Appendix Figure A1 [see page
A-29] and does not follow this pattern.) Formal statistical
analyses in which we use OLS regression to predict each
player’s vote (1 = vote to reduce, 0 = otherwise) as a function of player fixed effects and other covariates appear in
Table 4 and confirms this inference.
Per Column 1, pooling across both conditions, non-medium
skill workers are about 9 percentage points more likely (p <
.05, two-tailed test) to vote to reduce benefit levels during the
bad labor market, which confirms Hypothesis 1. This result
holds controlling for whether a worker is injured (which is
randomly assigned, Column 2), excluding cases where benefits cannot be further reduced (Column 3), and controlling for
realized benefit levels (which is post-treatment, and may
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Figure 2. Probabilities of observing another healthy worker on disability and average rates of voting to reduce benefits by low- and
high-skill workers, by labor market condition and budget constraint (vs. free lunch) condition (core experiment).

Table 4. Non-Medium Skill Workers Vote to Reduce Benefit Levels During the Bad Labor Market (Core Experiment).
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

DV: Voted to reduce benefits (1 = yes, 0 = no)
Excluding
medium skill
workers
Bad labor market (1 = no
medium skill jobs)
Post bad labor market (1 = yes)
Injured in period (1 = yes)
Disability benefits for medium
skill worker
Constant
Player fixed effects?
Observations
Number of participants
R2

Excluding
medium skill
workers

Budget constraint
Excluding cases Excluding cases Free lunch condition
condition excluding cases
excluding cases
where benefit
where benefit
where benefit levels
levels cannot be levels cannot be where benefit levels
cannot be decreased
cannot be decreased
decreased
decreased

.094** (.039)

.087** (.039)

.089** (.036)

.107*** (.040)

−.021 (.029)

.185*** (.066)

−.010 (.039)

−.012 (.038)
−.094*** (.033)

.022 (.037)
−.064** (.032)

.038 (.040)
−.061* (.032)
−.024 (.022)

−.042 (.029)
.024 (.025)

.076 (.067)
−.139** (.058)

.219*** (.028)
Yes
288
24
.032

.258*** (.031)
Yes
288
24
.061

.237*** (.029)
Yes
284
24
.042

.444** (.196)
Yes
284
24
.046

.033 (.022)
Yes
144
12
.023

.452*** (.054)
Yes
140
12
.114

Note. The table reports estimates from OLS models with standard errors in parentheses.
*p < .1. **p < .05. ***p < .01.

therefore introduce bias, per Column 4). Partitioning by condition, in Columns 5 and 6, shows that there is no average effect
of the bad labor market in the Free Lunch condition, whereas
the bad labor market increases the willingness to vote to
reduce benefits by 19 points (p < .01) in the Budget Constraint
condition. This confirms the aggregate graphical presentation
in Figures 1 and 2, and Hypothesis 3.
In light of the finding that voting to reduce benefits takes
place almost exclusively in the costly benefits condition and
with greater regularity during the bad labor market, the

remainder of our analysis focuses on the interplay between
the bad labor market, program abuse, and support for generous benefits only in the Budget Constraint (costly benefits)
condition, with relevant parallel analysis from the Free
Lunch condition discussed in footnotes. These analyses
leverage the random assignment of worker feedback.19 In
particular, we examine for low- and high-skill workers
whether observing a healthy (rather than injured) worker on
disability can explain votes to reduce benefits. If free-riding
concerns do in fact motivate the greater skepticism of
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benefits in this condition, we can use this individual-level
randomization to isolate the specific effect of learning about
program abuse and test Hypothesis 2. Our analyses are summarized in Table 5. We begin in Column 1 with a simple OLS
regression where we predict voting to reduce benefits (1 =
yes) as a function of player fixed effects (which absorb all
static player-level factors, including worker skill) and
whether a worker observed a healthy (rather than injured)
player on disability.20
The .24 (p < .01) coefficient in Column 1 means that
observing a player who is healthy receiving disability (rather
than observing an injured player) increases the chances of
voting to reduce disability by 24 points. Controlling for
whether a player is personally injured reduces this effect
slightly (Column 2), but excluding cases in which benefits
cannot be further reduced has no effect (Column 3). In
Column 4, we control for the (post-treatment) benefit levels
for medium skill workers and this also does not materially
affect our estimate.
Next, to rule out the possibility that time trends explain
this effect, in Column 5 we estimate a model controlling for
period and period squared. Above, we showed that the bad
labor market increased the chances that healthy (medium
skill) workers would stay on disability. Therefore not surprisingly controlling for time in this way reduces the effect of
observing a healthy worker (coefficient = −.15, SE = .09, p
< .10), but it still remains marginally significant. Finally, we
also examine a different measure of treatment assignment,
which is the number of times in this and the prior four rounds
a worker saw feedback about a healthy worker being on disability. This specification yields a similar result, but this
model fits the data slightly worse than the Column 2 specification with the same covariates.
Taken together, these results confirm the hypothesis that
learning of free riding by others by observing healthy workers on disability increases the propensity to vote to reduce
benefits (Hypothesis 2). How large are these effects? When
benefits are costly, 47% of votes by low- and high-skill
workers are to reduce benefits. The .24 estimate from Column
1 means that observing a healthy worker on disability
increases the predicted rate of voting to reduce benefits by a
very large 52% (.24/.47). Even the smallest estimate (from
Column 5) still implies an increase of 31% in the rate of
opposing benefit increases.
While we have only a single instrument that induces program abuse (the disappearance of medium skill jobs during
the bad labor market), we can nonetheless undertake some
preliminary analysis to partition how much of the effect of
the bad labor market is attributable to the specific observation of program abuse, the causal pathway highlighted in
Hypothesis 2, versus the inferences people may draw on the
basis of the bad labor market causing an increase in the overall prevalence of people on disability. Empirically, the bad
labor market induces a 1.2 unit increase (1.2/4.3 ≈ 28%, p <
.01) in the number of people claiming disability from
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a baseline of 4.3. But a change in the number of people on
disability does not definitively reveal abuse because it does
not allow a player to discern if this is due to chance or instead
to someone taking advantage of the program. To distinguish
the effect of observing program abuse (randomized at the
player level) from the effect of inferring program abuse
(where inferences are based on the size of disability rolls at
any given point in time), we add to the model specification
from Column 3 the number of people on disability in the
round in which voting takes place. In this specification
(Column 7), we find that it is the observation of abuse (coefficient = .20, SE = .08, p < .05), rather than indirect signals
about abuse (coefficient = .01, SE = .02, n.s.), that predicts
voting to reduce benefits. This test provides the strongest
evidence in support of Hypothesis 2.
Finally, in Columns 8 and 9, we assess the robustness of
this result to an even more conservative model specification.
In particular, we examine specific session-period-level cases
(e.g., Period 7 from our second session, accounted for with
fixed effects) in which there are at least two workers who
could receive different feedback about the health of workers
receiving disability.21 This matched pair design accounts for
all factors up to that point that are shared across players (e.g.,
realized benefit levels, period of play,). To account for player
attributes, we include an indicator for whether a player is
high- (rather than low-) skilled. Per Column 8, even in this
highly restrictive definition of our sample (which discards a
great deal of data), observing a healthy worker on disability
increase the willingness to vote to reduce benefits, a finding
that holds when we control for the probability of treatment
(with inverse probability weights to account for varying
probabilities of learning a worker receiving disability is
healthy) in Column 9.
The estimates in these last two columns are statistically
imprecise, unfortunately, but given the amount of data that is
lost in constructing this comparison set, it is notable that we
continue to see the same pattern as in the earlier specifications. Moreover, the baseline rates of voting to reduce benefits are much lower among cases included in this sample—in
only 29% of cases do the player-period-level observations
included in this analysis vote to reduce benefits. This means
that the .11 coefficient from the Column 8 specification is
similar in substantive magnitude to the result found in
Column 5—observing a healthy worker on disability
increases the chances of voting to reduce benefits by 36%
(.11/.29).

Conclusion
Our experiments provide the first causal evidence about the
effect of perceptions of program abuse on support for social
insurance programs. We show that learning a particular beneficiary is taking benefits despite being able to work reduces
overall program support, despite the fact that all workers
benefit from social insurance when injured. Specifically,
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.437*** (.032)
Yes
No
144
12
.057

.244*** (.087)
−.146** (.057)

−.202*** (.059)

.510*** (.038)
Yes
No
140
12
.108

.211*** (.079)

.212** (.084)

.523*** (.040)
Yes
No
144
12
.134

(5)

(6)

DV: Voted to reduce benefits (1 = yes, 0 = no)

(4)

(7)

.561 (.461)
Yes
No
140
12
.108

−.006 (.057)

−.146** (.058)

.212*** (.080)

.322*** (.106)
Yes
No
140
12
.133

−.133** (.058)
.014* (.008)
−.018 (.012)

.147* (.088)

.497*** (.039)
Yes
No
140
12
.117

.073*** (.025)

−.144** (.057)

−.093 (.102)

.105 (.091)

(Unweighted)

(9)

−.068 (.133)

.098 (.084)

(Weighted)

Matched pairs

(8)

.108 (.076)
.171* (.088)
.465*** (.099) .920*** (.183) .858*** (.101)
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
140
89
89
12
.110
.581
.575

.009 (.018)

−.152** (.059)

.204** (.081)

Low and high-skill workers in budget constraint condition, Excl. cases where benefit
levels cannot be decreased

(3)

Note. Standard errors in parentheses. Sample restricted to low- and high-skill workers in the Budget Constraint (i.e., costly benefits) condition.
*p < .1. **p < .05. ***p < .01.

Number of players on disability
High-skill worker
Constant
Player fixed effects?
Session × period fixed effects?
Observations
Number of participants
R2

Observed a healthy worker collecting
disability
Injured in period (1 = yes)
Period
Period squared/100
Disability benefits for medium skill worker
Number of times saw healthy person on
disability in last five periods

(2)

Low and high-skill workers in
budget constraint condition

(1)

Table 5. Observing a Healthy Person on Disability Increases the Probability Low- and High-Skill Workers Vote to Reduce Disability Benefit Levels (Core Experiment).
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when disability benefits are linked to taxes, participants who
observe program abuse reduce their support for more generous benefits beyond the effects that are attributable to the
number of people on disability. Among workers not affected
by a labor market shock, the chances of voting to reduce benefits increases by 15 to 24 percentage points when they
observe a healthy person on disability compared with someone who observes an injured person on disability.
In contrast to prior survey experimental work, a key
advantage of our incentivized experimental design is that we
gain tight control over participants’ material incentives and
the information they have about others’ behaviors. At the
same time, our experiments are not a perfect replication of
the actual labor market environment or the external political
environment surrounding support for disability insurance. In
light of the difficulty of making strong causal inference in a
more traditional observational setting, we view this tradeoff
as desirable. Nonetheless, there are certain areas in which
abstraction may mitigate or amplify the effects we detect. We
consider several potential concerns about external validity
here.
An important feature of our experimental design is that it
we randomly assign observations of abuse that affect program support. We acknowledge that the process of learning
about program abuse may be different outside of the experimental setting. For example individuals may learn together
from common media accounts or specific communities may
experience salient instances of publicized abuse that change
beliefs. While that specific learning process is different, the
content of that information is very similar to what we provide in our setting, which is more amenable to clear causal
inference. Similarly, factors like beneficiary race may shape
interpretations of whether a particular case of program use is
perceived as abusive or garners coverage in the first place.
While prior survey experimental evidence finds little evidence that race shapes attitudes about particular beneficiaries, patterns of media coverage might be another potential
cause of racialization over time.
Furthermore, in none of our designs is actual program
abuse a threat to an individual’s own access to benefits. If
abuse did directly reduce the chances one could access benefits, it would likely magnify the effect of abuse on support
for program retrenchment (Bokemper & DeScioli, 2018). By
contrast, in our Budget Constraint condition, raising benefits
also raises taxes, and abuse therefore represents simply others avoiding (higher) taxes and claiming (greater) benefits.
Our choice to exclude such a direct self-interest mechanism
was motivated by a desire to focus on how the psychology of
deservingness affected program support, but such deservingness concerns would be intertwined with self-interest in a
setting where cheating threatened benefits directly.
Although participants regularly voted to reduce benefits
in the Budget Constraint condition, only 6% of votes in the
Free Lunch condition were to reduce benefits. This result
suggests that people are not insensitive to the costs of taking
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an action to “punish” underserving behavior when they
observe it. Participants in the Budget Constraint were in a
cost-neutral environment in which a reduction of benefits
was coupled with a reduction in taxes. In contrast, participants in the Free Lunch condition only imposed a cost on
themselves (i.e., lost benefits when they were injured) by
voting to reduce benefits. Even though free riding did not
pose a direct cost on participants in either condition, it does
appear that the cost of foregoing benefits in the Free Lunch
condition deterred people from reducing benefits in response
to observing norm violations. This result is somewhat inconsistent with prior work on punishment in which individuals
are willing to bear a cost to punish free riding even though
they will not receive a benefit from doing so (Fehr & Gächter,
2002). Understanding sensitivity to these costs in the willingness to punish is an important area for subsequent
research.
One key question, broached somewhat in prior survey
work, is how individuals form beliefs about larger program
abuse. Our focus on the personal observation of program
abuse is likely only part of how people form beliefs about
program abuse. We do not consider the role of prior beliefs
and orientations (e.g., partisanship) in explaining either perceptions of deservingness or program support. Our view is
that while such differences are likely powerful sources of
individuals’ beliefs about disability insurance and government social policy more generally, understanding how individuals learn and react to stimuli in a dynamic environment
is nonetheless very important. Tellingly, a great deal of political rhetoric surrounding debates about social policy
retrenchment raises the possibility of program abuse, suggesting our environment captures the factors affecting individuals’ willingness to support these programs after
accounting for baseline individual-level differences in
opinions.
It would be ideal to find observational settings in which
exogenous sources of shifts in perceptions of abuse could be
identified and their downstream consequences for program
support measured. But this approach involves significant
problems of measurement and causal inference. On the measurement side, it is often difficult to clearly quantify individuals’ exposure to information (e.g., peer networks) or
which claims of disability are actually valid. Isolating the
causal role of those shocks is also difficult because we as
analysts have a difficult time distinguishing the effect of
changes in program abuse from factors that are correlated
both with levels of program abuse and levels of program support. For example, macroeconomic shocks that drive certain
workers to turn to disability insurance as a substitute for
employment might also cause unaffected workers to become
less willing to support social insurance, independent of any
abuse. (The direction of bias could also move in the opposite
direction, if unaffected workers in an area that experiences a
labor market shock become more supportive of disability
because they increase their assessment of the probability that
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they might also need to turn to disability insurance.) This
need to validate the exclusion restriction is an unfortunate
and ubiquitous problem in observational studies.
Finally, our approach also provides a blueprint for studying the dynamics of public support and the political economy
of other social insurance programs and distributive politics
more generally. In a stylized and incentivized laboratory
environment one can bring together features of real world
economic behavior with the dynamics of politics. While we
focus here on program abuse and support for disability insurance, there are numerous questions about the interplay
between politics and economics that can be examined within
this framework and our approach provides a general model
for doing so.
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Notes
1. Hiltzik (2015).
2. See, for example, McCoy (2017).
3. In this respect, the key element of the program is the discretionary determination of merit vis-à-vis programs like
Social Security where more objective factors like age define
eligibility.
4. We note more generally that almost all experimental work on
deservingness has focused on whether specific beneficiaries
warrant support, without considering the more politically consequential question of whether concerns about deservingness
reduce overall program support.
5. See https://www.ssa.gov/disabilityfacts/materials/pdf/factsheet.pdf. Accessed 25 Jun 2018.
6. For example, it could be that individuals who dislike African
Americans both rate them as less deserving and want to reduce
support for welfare when a particular beneficiary is non-White,
but that this effect arises because of antipathy not via reduced
deservingness.
7. A key exception examines how a beneficiary’s medical impairment affect perceived deservingness (e.g., Jensen & Petersen,
2017), but that research does not directly study attitudes about
social insurance program size and funding.
8. https://www.ssa.gov/disabilityfacts/materials/pdf/factsheet.
pdf
9. See, for example, Spirling (2017).

American Politics Research 00(0)
10. We refer to participants interchangeably as “participants,”
“players,” “subjects,” and “workers” throughout the article,
regardless of whether they are working in a given period in the
game.
11. See Online Appendix A (page A-3) for the full text of the
instructions and Online Appendix B (page A-16) for screenshots of the disability insurance game interface.
12. Because there is no real effort in this task, the relevant comparison is between expected tokens earned if one stays on disability versus expected tokens if one returns to work.
13. Medium skill workers earn more money in the short term by
working a low skill job than they do continuing to collect disability benefits. If a worker cares only about their earnings, they
should re-enter the labor market at the first available opportunity. Disability benefits are calculated from the wage of the last
job, so re-entering the labor market at a low skill job exposes a
worker to the risk of suffering an injury and consequently receiving lower disability benefits. However, a worker would have to
believe that the duration of the bad labor market is longer than
18 periods for the payoff of staying on medium skill level disability to be greater than the payoff for returning to work at a
low skill job, even with the risk of suffering a new injury.
14. As is common with university subjects pools, our participants
are generally younger (Mage = 21.4), more likely to be female
(62%) and more left leaning (63% self-identified as liberal or
very liberal; 59% self-identified as Democrats) than the general population. Because this profile means the sample is more
likely to be generically supportive of government programs, we
believe this sample would be less responsive to the effects of
observing program abuse on program support than a more ideologically conservative sample, which suggests that any treatment effects we observe are biased downward (toward zero).
15. In periods in which workers are healthy, in 7% of cases healthy
workers eschew working and instead remain on disability.
16. If we do not condition on benefit levels, 6% of cases in the
Free Lunch condition are to reduce benefits and 20% are to
increase, compared with 38% and 38%, respectively, in the
Budget Constraint condition.
17. Note that this analysis therefore exploits our within-session
manipulation across individuals of observed abuse. While one
might be concerned about statistical power in across-session
comparisons (because there are three session of each condition), this concern is largely obviated in analysis that compares
across individuals within session because the treatment (observation of abuse) is randomized across players and periods
within session.
18. When benefits were not at their maximum or minimum, 51%
of votes by medium skill workers were to increase benefits,
27% of votes were to decreases benefits, and 22% of votes
were to keep benefits the same.
19. We conducted a parallel analysis for the Free Lunch condition and we do not find a positive effect of seeing a healthy
worker on disability on voting to decrease disability benefits
(see Online Appendix Table A5, page A-28).
20. There are no cases in which all players are working.
21. This restriction eliminates cases where there is no variation
in the health status of workers (other than the worker herself)
about whom a participant could receive feedback, and holds
constant the total number of people on disability, an indirect
signal about abuse which we analyzed in Table 5, Column 7.
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